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The complexity matching effect refers to a maximization of information exchange, when
interacting systems share similar complexities. Additionally, interacting systems tend to
attune their complexities in order to enhance their coordination. This effect has been
observed in a number of synchronization experiments, and interpreted as a transfer of
multifractality between systems. Finally, it has been shown that when two systems of
different complexity levels interact, this transfer of multifractality operates from the most
complex system to the less complex, yielding an increase of complexity in the latter.
This theoretical framework inspired the present experiment that tested the possible
restoration of complexity in older people. In young and healthy participants, walking
is known to present 1/f fluctuations, reflecting the complexity of the locomotion system,
providing walkers with both stability and adaptability. In contrast walking tends to
present a more disordered dynamics in older people, and this whitening was shown to
correlate with fall propensity. We hypothesized that if an aged participant walked in close
synchrony with a young companion, the complexity matching effect should result in the
restoration of complexity in the former. Older participants were involved in a prolonged
training program of synchronized walking, with a young experimenter. Synchronization
within the dyads was dominated by complexity matching. We observed a restoration of
complexity in participants after 3 weeks, and this effect was persistent 2 weeks after the
end of the training session. This work presents the first demonstration of a restoration
of complexity in deficient systems.
Keywords: complexity matching, restoration of complexity, interpersonal coordination, arm-in-arm walking,
rehabilitation

INTRODUCTION
Complexity appears a key concept for the understanding of the perennial functioning of biological
systems. By definition, a complex system is composed of a large number of infinitely entangled
elements (Delignières and Marmelat, 2012). In such a system, interactions between components
are more important than components themselves, a feature that Van Orden et al. (2003) referred to
as interaction-dominant dynamics.
Such a system, characterized by a myriad of components and sub-systems, and by a rich
connectivity, could lose its complexity in two opposite ways: either by a decrease of the density
of interactions between its components, or by the emergence of salient components that tend to
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complex networks. Crucial events are generated by the processes
of self-organization, and the series of waiting times separating
successive crucial events presents 1/f properties. The transfer
of information between systems is accomplished through the
matching of the fractal properties of the series of waiting time
of the interacting systems. Moreover Mahmoodi et al. (2018),
adopting a theoretical approach based on subordination theory,
showed that when two systems of different complexity levels
interact, the most complex system attracts the less complex,
yielding an increase of complexity in the latter (see also
Mahmoodi et al., 2017). This theoretical result is fundamental in
the present work.
The very first experimental approaches to complexity
matching considered that a close correlation between the monofractal exponents characterizing the two synchronized systems
could represent a satisfactory evidence for complexity matching
(Stephen et al., 2008; Marmelat and Delignières, 2012; Delignières
and Marmelat, 2014; Marmelat et al., 2014). However, Delignières
et al. (2016) considered that this correlation between scaling
exponents does not represent an unequivocal evidence for
complexity matching. They proposed to distinguish between
simple statistical matching (characterized by a convergence of
scaling exponents) and genuine complexity matching (defined as
the attunement of complexities). Indeed, recent studies showed
that the correlation between fractal exponents could just be
the consequence of local corrective processes (Torre et al.,
2013; Delignières and Marmelat, 2014; Fine et al., 2015). For
example Delignières and Marmelat (2014), in an experiment
where participants had to walk in synchrony with fractal
metronomes, evidenced a close correlation between the scaling
exponents of the stride intervals series produced by participants
and those of the corresponding metronomes. However, they
showed that a model based on a stride-to-stride correction of
asynchronies satisfactorily reproduced this statistical matching.
They concluded that synchronization with a fractal metronome
could be essentially based on short-term correction processes,
and that the matching of scaling exponents could just result from
these local corrections.
Delignières et al. (2016) introduced a new method for
distinguishing between local corrective processes and genuine
complexity matching. They proposed to analyze statistical
matching on the basis of a multifractal approach, rather than
on the monofractal level. Indeed, the multifractal approach
allows for a more detailed picture of complexity in the series.
More fundamentally, some authors argued that the tailoring of
fluctuations typically observed in complexity matching should be
considered the product of multifractality (Stephen and Dixon,
2011), and Mahmoodi et al. (2017) considered complexity
matching as a transfer of multifractality between system.
Multifractal processes, compared to monofractal series,
exhibit more complex fluctuations and cannot be fully
characterized by a single exponent: Subsets with small and large
fluctuations scale differently, and their complete description
necessitates a set of scaling exponents (Podobnik and Stanley,
2008). Delignières et al. (2016) proposed to evaluate statistical
matching through point-by-point correlation functions,
computed between the sets of exponents that characterize both

dominate the overall dynamics. In the first case the system derives
toward randomness and disorder, in the second toward rigidity.
From this point of view complexity may be conceived as an
optimal compromise between order and disorder (Delignières
and Marmelat, 2012). Complexity represents an essential feature
for living systems, providing them with both robustness
(the capability to maintain a perennial functioning despite
environmental perturbations) and adaptability (the capability to
adapt to environmental changes). These relationships between
complexity, robustness, adaptability and health were nicely
illustrated by Goldberger et al. (2002a) in the domain of heart
diseases.
The experimental approach to complexity has been favored
by the hypothesis that links the complexity of systems and
the correlation properties of the time series they produce,
and the development of related fractal analysis methods, and
especially the Detrended Fluctuation Analysis (Peng et al., 1995).
A complex system is supposed to produce long-range correlated
series (1/f fluctuations), and the assessment of correlation
properties in the series produced by a system allows determining
the possible alterations of complexity, either toward disorder (in
which case correlations tend to extinguish in the series) or toward
rigid order (in which case correlations tend to increase).
This interest for complexity was particularly developed in the
research on aging. According to Lipsitz and Goldberger (1992),
aging could be defined by a progressive loss of complexity in
the dynamics of physiologic systems. This hypothesis has been
developed in a number of subsequent papers (Goldberger et al.,
2002a,b; Vaillancourt and Newell, 2002; Sleimen-Malkoun et al.,
2014). Of special interest for the present work, Hausdorff and
collaborators showed that the series of stride durations, during
walking, presented a typical structure over time, characterized
by the presence of long-range correlation (Hausdorff et al., 1995,
1996, 2001). They also showed that these scaling properties were
altered in aged participants, and also in patients suffering from
Huntington’s disease (Hausdorff et al., 1997). In those cases
the fractal structure tended to disappear and stride dynamics
derived toward randomness. Additionally, they showed that the
loss of complexity in stride duration series correlated with the
propensity to fall. The main question we address in the present
paper is the following: could it be possible to restore complexity
in older people, and especially in the locomotion system?
The hypothesis that sustains the present work is based on
the concept of complexity matching, initially introduced by West
et al. (2008). The complexity matching effect refers to the
maximization of information exchange when interacting systems
share similar complexities. Aquino et al. (2011) interpreted this
effect as a kind of “1/f resonance” between systems.
Marmelat and Delignières (2012) proposed a working
conjecture stating that interacting systems tend to match their
complexities in order to enhance their synchronization. This
attunement of complexities has been observed in a number of
synchronization experiments (Stephen et al., 2008; Marmelat and
Delignières, 2012; Abney et al., 2014; Delignières and Marmelat,
2014; Coey et al., 2016; Almurad et al., 2017). Mahmoodi
et al. (2018) emphasized the role of crucial events, which play
a fundamental role in the transport of information between
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coordinated series. They assessed these correlations over multiple the possible restoration of complexity in deficient systems. We
ranges of intervals, in first over the largest range (e.g., from 8 supposed, as indicated by Hausdorff et al. (1997), that aging
to N/2, N representing the length of the series), and then over should result in a decrease of the complexity of locomotion, as
more and more narrow ranges, with a progressive exclusion of compared with young and healthy persons.
the shortest intervals (i.e., from 16 to N/2, from 32 to N/2, and
then from 64 to N/2). They supposed that from the moment (1) If an older person is invited to walk in synchrony, arm-inarm with a healthy partner, we should observe a complexity
that the systems are effectively synchronized, and whatever the
matching effect within the dyad.
way this synchronization is achieved, one could expect to find
(2)
Considering
the asymmetry of complexities, complexity
close correlations when only long-term intervals are considered
matching
should
result in an increase of complexity in the
(i.e., from 64 to N). If synchronization is mainly based on
older
person.
local corrections, correlations should dramatically decrease
when intervals of shorter durations are considered, because (3) A prolonged training of walking in synchrony with healthy
partners should induce a perennial restoration of complexity
such local corrections are necessarily approximate between
in older persons.
unpredictable systems (Stephen et al., 2008). In contrast, for
genuine complexity matching, synchronization emerges from
interactions across multiple scales, and one should observe close
correlations, even when the entire range of available intervals is MATERIALS AND METHODS
considered (Delignières et al., 2016).
Almurad et al. (2017) and Roume et al. (2018) proposed Participants
another method, the Windowed detrended cross-correlation Twenty-four participants (7 male and 17 female, mean age:
analysis (WDCC), based on the analysis of cross-correlations 72.46 ± 4.96 years) were involved in the experiment. They were
between the series produced by the two systems. In this recruited in local retiree associations, and could be considered
method, the series is divided into short intervals of 15 data as presenting a normal aging. They were free from disease that
points, detrended within each interval, and the cross-correlation could affect gait, including any neurological, musculoskeletal,
function, from lag −10 to lag 10, is computed within each cardiovascular, or respiratory disorders, and had no history
interval. An averaged windowed detrended cross-correlation of falls. They were randomly assigned to two groups: an
function is then obtained by averaging over all intervals. experimental group (N = 12, 2 male and 10 female, mean
Windowing allows focusing on local synchronization processes, age: 72.83 ± 6.01 years, mean weight: 64.25 ± 10.89 kg, mean
and detrending controls the effect of local trends, which height: 162.92 ± 6.02 cm), and a control group (N = 12, 5
tends to spuriously inflate cross-correlations. Similar approaches male and 7 female, mean age: 72.08 ± 3.87 years, mean weight:
were already used in other papers, albeit differing in some 69.91 ± 8.63 kg, mean height: 166.50 ± 10.39 cm). All work was
methodological settings (Konvalinka et al., 2010; Delignières and conducted in accordance with the 1964 Declaration of Helsinki,
and was approved by the Euromov International Review Board
Marmelat, 2014; Coey et al., 2016; Den Hartigh et al., 2018).
◦
Windowed detrended cross-correlation analysis allows (n 1610B). Participants signed an informed consent and were not
distinguishing complexity matching from synchronization paid for their participation.
processes based on discrete asynchronies corrections: in the first
case the cross-correlation function presents a positive peak at Experimental Procedure
lag 0, whereas in the second case one obtains positive peaks at The experiment was performed around an indoor running track
lags −1 and 1, and a negative peak at lag 0 (Konvalinka et al., (circumference 200 m). Participants were submitted to a walking
2010; Almurad et al., 2017; Roume et al., 2018). Additionally, training during four consecutive weeks, herein noted as week 1, 2,
complexity matching seems characterized by quite moderate 3, and 4. Each week comprised three training sessions, performed
levels of lag 0 cross-correlation, in contrast with those expected on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday.
Each week, the Monday session began with a solo sequence,
in continuous coupling models (Delignières and Marmelat, 2014;
during which the participant was instructed to walk individually
Coey et al., 2016).
Almurad et al. (2017) used these two methods for clarifying around the track, as regularly as possible, at his/her preferred
the nature of synchronization in side-by-side walking. In this speed, for 15 min. The aim of this solo sequence was to assess
experiment the authors analyzed stride series collected in three the complexity of the stride duration series produced by the
conditions: independent, side-by-side, and arm-in-arm walking. participant. This solo sequence was performed at the beginning
They evidenced clear signatures of complexity matching in the of each week, in order to avoid any effect of fatigue.
Then participants performed during each week three duo
two last conditions: In both cases the correlation functions
between multi-fractal spectra remained significant, whatever the sequences in the Monday session and four in the Wednesday
range of intervals considered, and the WDCC functions showed and Friday sessions. During these sequences, they were invited
a positive peak at lag 0. Additionally, this experiment showed that to walk with the experimenter, for 15 min. All participants
complexity matching was more intense in arm-in-arm than in walked with the same experimenter (female, 46 years). This
methodological choice was motivated by the aim of standardizing
side-by-side walking.
The hypotheses that are tested in the present work derive experimental conditions among participants. In the experimental
from the preceding considerations. Our goal was to investigate group, the participant walked arm-in-arm with the experimenter,
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consider that most series satisfied the minimal length required for
a valid application of fractal analyses (Delignieres et al., 2006).
We assessed the complexity of each series with the Detrended
Fluctuation Analysis (Peng et al., 1994). In the application of
DFA, we used intervals ranging from 10 to N/2 (N representing
the length of the series). We applied the evenly spaced algorithm
proposed by Almurad and Delignières (2016), which was shown
to significantly enhance the accuracy of the original method.
In order to assess the effect of training on the complexity
of series in solo sequences, we used a two-way ANOVA 2
(group) X 5 (week), with repeated measurement on the second
factor (including the four training weeks and the post-test).
Probabilities were adjusted by the Huyn-Feld procedure.
The analysis of synchronization during duo sequences was
performed using the methods proposed by Delignières et al.
(2016), Almurad et al. (2017), and Roume et al. (2018).
We first analyzed the multifractal signature proposed by
Delignières et al. (2016): The series were analyzed by means
of the Multifractal Detrended Fluctuation analysis (MF-DFA,
Kantelhardt et al., 2002). MF-DFA was successively applied
considering four different ranges of intervals in the series:
from 8 to N/2, 16 to N/2, 32 to N/2, and 64 to N/2.
We used q-values ranging from −15 to 15, by steps of 1.
The generalized Hurst exponents were then converted into
the classical multifractal formalism (Kantelhardt et al., 2002),
yielding to the singularity spectra, relating the fractal dimension
f (α) to the Hölder exponents α(q). Finally, we computed for
each q-value the correlation between the individual Hölder
exponents characterizing the two coordinated systems, α1 (q)
and α2 (q), respectively, yielding a correlation function r(q).
Whatever the way synchronization was achieved, a correlation
function close to 1 is expected, for all q-values, when only the
largest intervals were considered (i.e., from 64 to N/2). When
coordination was based on complexity matching, the increase
of the range of considered intervals should have a negligible
impact on r(q). In contrast, if coordination was based on discrete
asynchronies corrections, a decrease in correlations should be
observed.
We then computed for each dyad WDCC functions. We used
the sliding version of WDCC, proposed by Roume et al. (2018). In
this method, the cross-correlation function is computed over the
first available interval, from lag −10 to lag 10. We used intervals
of 15 points, and data are linearly detrended within each interval
before the computation of cross-correlations. The interval is then
lagged by one point, and a second cross-correlation function
is computed. This process is repeated up to the last available
interval. Finally the cross-correlation functions are point-bypoint averaged (for a more detailed presentation of the method,
see Roume et al., 2018). As WDDC uses very narrow windows
and controls for linear trends, significant correlations are not
expected, considering the classical Bravais-Pearson’s test. WDCC
just reveals local traces of the original correlations, and we
are essentially interested by the signs of the average WDCC
coefficients, rather than by their statistical significance. Therefore
we tested the signs of cross-correlation coefficients with twotailed location t-tests, comparing the obtained values to zero
(Roume et al., 2018).

and was explicitly instructed to synchronize its steps with those
of the experimenter during the whole trial. In the control group,
the participant and the experimenter walked together, without
physical contact, and without any instruction of synchronization.
Note that this control condition cannot be assimilated to
the side-by-side condition used by Almurad et al. (2017), in
which participants were explicitly instructed to synchronize
heel strikes. In both groups, the experimenter was instructed
to adapt her velocity to that spontaneously adopted by the
participant.
Participants had a resting period of at least 10 min
between two successive sequences. Each participant performed
44 duo sequences during the whole training program (i.e., 11
walking hours, approximately 67 km). Note that all participants
performed approximately the same amount of walk (in terms of
duration). The experimental and control groups differed only by
the imposed synchronization with the experimenter.
Finally, a solo sequence (post-test) was performed 2 weeks
after the end of the training program (i.e., in week 7).

Data Collection
Data were recorded with two force sensitive resistors (FSR),
integrated in soles at heel level. These sensors where wired
connected to a Schmitt trigger (LM 393AN), a signal conditioning
device that digitally shape the analogic signal of FSR sensors.
This device removes noise from the original signal and
turns the FSR sensors in on/off switches. The output of the
Schmitt trigger was connected to the GPIO interface of a
Raspberry Pi model A+. Then, a Wi-Fi dongle (EDIMAX
EW7811Un) was plugged in the USB port of the Raspberry
and configured as a Hotspot, allowing to launch and remote
the device with another. The Schmitt trigger, the Raspberry
Pi and a battery (2000 mAh) where packed in a small box
entering in a waist bag that was wear on the belt by the
participants.
On the software side, the Raspberry Pi was powered by the
2016 February 9th version of the Raspbian distribution. To
retrieve the data we wrote a script in Python 3 language, using
the internal clock of the Raspberry to time each heel strike, and
then to compute stride durations series.

Statistical Analyses
In the present paper we focused on the series of right
stride durations. The raw series comprised 700 to 1300 data
points. Fractal analyses are known to be highly sensitive to
the presence of local trends in the series, which tend to
spuriously increase the assessed level of long-range correlation.
In the present experiment, such local trends are related to
transient periods of acceleration or deceleration. These local
trends are essentially present in the first part of the series,
where participants seek for their most comfortable velocity,
and at the end of the sequences, essentially due to fatigue,
or boredom. The corresponding segments were deleted before
analysis.
For solo sequences the resulting series had an average length
of 924 points (+/− 148, max = 1257, min = 448), and for duo
sequences 963 points (+/−64, max = 1198, min = 397). One could
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in the experimental group, over the 4 weeks. Note also that
this convergence appears very early during the experiment, in
the first week. This convergence appears less obvious in the
control group. We present in Table 1 the average correlations
between the α-DFA exponents of the participants and the
corresponding exponents for the experimenter, computed over
the 4 weeks, in the two groups. High correlations were
observed in the experimental group, revealing a close statistical
matching between the series simultaneously produced by the
participants and the experimenter. The following analyses will
check whether this statistical matching corresponds to a genuine
complexity matching effect, or rather to a more local mode
of synchronization. In contrast, correlations appeared moderate
and extremely variable in the control group, suggesting a poor
statistical matching between series.
Interestingly, one could observe in Figure 3 that in the
experimental condition, the experimenter seems poorly affected
by synchronization. In contrast, participants appear strongly
attracted toward the experimenter, as predicted by the complexity
matching framework. In contrast, in the control condition the
experimenter and the participants seem converging toward a
median level of complexity, halfway between their solo levels.
Figure 4 presents the average correlation functions r(q)
between multifractal spectra, for the two groups (top row:
experimental; bottom row: control), and the 4 weeks. Correlation
coefficients are plotted against their corresponding q-values. We
displayed four correlation functions, according to the shortest
interval length considered (i.e., 8, 16, 32, or 64). For the
experimental group, the correlation functions are significant,
whatever the considered range of intervals. This result suggests
the presence of a complexity matching effect within the dyads
(Delignières et al., 2016). Note that the complexity matching
effect appears from the first week of the experiment, and tends
to become stronger over weeks. In contrast, in the control
group, the correlation functions exhibit lower, and often nonsignificant values, especially when the largest ranges of intervals
are considered (i.e., 8 to N/2 and 16 to N/2).
The averaged WDCC functions are reported in Figure 5, for
the experimental group (top row) and the control group (bottom
row), and for the 4 weeks. These functions systematically present
a peak at lag 0, which appears higher for the experimental group
(about 0.3) than for the control group (about 0.15). In both
groups and all weeks, however, the location t-tests, comparing
the obtained values to zero, are significant. The rather moderate
values obtained in the experimental group are conformable to
that previously obtained in similar experiments (Konvalinka
et al., 2010; Delignières and Marmelat, 2014; Coey et al., 2016;
Den Hartigh et al., 2018), and to that expected from a complexity

FIGURE 1 | Average α-DFA exponents computed for participants in solo
sequences (red: experimental group, blue: control group), over the four
training weeks and the post-test. Error bars represent standard deviation.
∗∗ p < 0.01.

RESULTS
We present in Figure 1 the evolution of the average α-DFA
exponents computed for participants in solo sequences, for the
two groups, over the 4 training weeks and the post-test. The
ANOVA revealed a significant interaction effect between Group
and Week [F(4,88) = 5.084, p = 0.001, partial η2 = 0.19]. The main
effect of Week was also significant [F(4,88) = 6.44, p = 0.00014,
partial η2 = 0.23]. A Fisher LSD post hoc test showed a significant
difference between, on the one hand, the average α-DFA obtained
in the experimental group during the fourth week and the posttest, and on the other hand the entire set of other average
results.
We report in Figure 2 the evolution of individual α-DFA
exponents, obtained in solo sequences over the four training
weeks and the post-test, for the participants of the experimental
group. A detailed examination of this graph reveals some interindividual differences in the evolution of the scaling parameter.
The increase of α exponent at the beginning of the fourth
week appeared clearly for 6 participants (# 5, 2, 3, 5, 6, 9, 12),
but it occurred early (at the beginning of the third week) for
participants 7 and 8. Participant 4 presented at the beginning
of the experiment a α exponent close to 1.0, and in that case
the protocol had no noticeable effect. One could also note the
contrasted evolutions of the exponents between the fourth week
and the post-test, with a mix of increases and decreases among
participants.
Figure 3 presents the evolution of the average α-DFA
exponents during the four weeks of the experiment, in the solo
and the duo sequences. Because the average α-DFA exponents
for the experimenter were obtained from a single individual,
the analysis of variance cannot be applied in the present case.
These figures, however, suggest a close convergence of the mean
exponents of the experimenter and those of the participants
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TABLE 1 | Average correlation between the α-DFA exponents of the participants
and the corresponding exponents for the experimenter (standard deviations in
brackets), computed over the 4 weeks of the experimental protocol.

5

Week 1

Week 2

Week 3

Week 4

Experimental group

0.95 (0.05)

0.97 (0.04)

0.96 (0.05)

0.98 (0.01)

Control group

0.34 (0.44)

0.51 (0.30)

0.33 (0.39)

0.44 (0.33)
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FIGURE 2 | Individual α-DFA exponents in solo sequences, over the 4 training weeks and the post-test, for the 12 participants of the experimental group.

FIGURE 3 | Evolution of the average α-DFA exponent during the 4 weeks (red: experimenter, blue: participants, squares: solo sequences, circles: duo sequences).
Left: experimental group; right: control group.

matching synchronization (Almurad et al., 2017; Roume et al.,
2018). These results provide evidence that synchronization, in
this condition, is dominated by a complexity matching effect. In
contrast, the values observed in the control group are very low,
and suggest a quite poor, or just intermittent synchronization
within dyads.
Another interesting indication is provided by the crosscorrelation values at lag −1 and lag 1, which appear positive
and significantly different from zero in the experimental group.
This shows that synchronization, while clearly dominated by a
complexity matching effect, also involves cycle-to-cycle discrete
correction processes: both partners tend to (moderately) correct
their current step duration on the basis of the asynchrony they
perceived at the preceding heel-strike (see Roume et al., 2018,
for a deeper analysis of WDCC properties). One could note a
dissymmetry in these correction processes, the lag 1 values being
higher than the lag −1 value: According to our conventions,
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this indicates that participants corrected his/her step duration
to a greater extent than the experimenter did. Additionally this
dissymmetry, negligible during the first week, becomes more
and more salient over weeks. In contrast, we found no trace of
correction processes in the control condition.

DISCUSSION
The three hypotheses that motivated this experimental work are
validated:
(1) When an older person is invited to walk in synchrony,
arm-in-arm, with a healthy partner, synchronization is mainly
achieved through complexity matching. This hypothesis was
validated by the two analysis methods we applied to the
collected series: The correlation functions between multi-fractal
spectra remained significant, whatever the range of exponents

6
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FIGURE 4 | Correlation functions r(q), for the four ranges of intervals considered (8 to N/2, 16 to N/2, 32 to N/2, and 64 to N/2), for the experimental group (top row)
and the control group (bottom row), and over the 4 weeks. q represents the set of orders over which the MF-DFA algorithm was applied.

FIGURE 5 | Averaged WDCC functions, from lag –10 to lag 10, for the experimental group (top row) and the control group (bottom row), and for the 4 weeks. Stars
(∗ ) indicate coefficients significantly different from zero.

considered, revealing a global, multi-scale synchronization
between series, and the WDCC functions exhibited a typical
positive peak at lag 0, suggesting an immediate synchronization
between systems. WDCC results showed that synchronization
was clearly dominated by a complexity matching effect, even

Frontiers in Physiology | www.frontiersin.org

if slight cycle-to-cycle correction processes were also present,
especially for participants, which tended to correct their steps
on the basis of previous asynchronies. The main important
result, at this level, was to show that forced synchronization,
between systems of different levels of complexity, is based on
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in the restoration process, and our analyses about the duo
sequences suggest that complexity matching may be the essential
ingredient.
Some limitations of the present study have to be pointed out.
First, it should be noticed that we evidence in this experiment
the possibility of a restoration of complexity, and we just suppose,
on the basis on previous assumptions, that this should result
in a more adaptable and stable locomotion, and a decrease
of fall propensity. Longitudinal studies, using clinical tests and
systematic follow-up survey, should be necessary for confirming
this hypothesis. However, this was clearly beyond the scope of the
present work.
Second, this experiment was extremely difficult to organize
(due to the availability of the indoor track), and was very
challenging for both the participants and the experimenter.
It took up to 14 months for performing the whole protocol
for the 24 participants. For practical reasons, we decided
to design the protocol with a single experimenter, who
performed all sequences with all participants. This had the
advantage of standardizing the experimental conditions, but
introduced a possible bias, as our results could be related
to some hidden and unsuspected qualities of this specific
person. It seems obviously necessary to replicate these results
with other accompanying persons. A second experiment
is currently engaged in our laboratory for clarifying this
point.
Finally, considering the intrinsic difficulty of the experimental
protocol, we recruited participants that presented a normal,
non-pathological aging, and consequently a rather moderate
loss of complexity. The average DFA exponent characterizing
the step duration series of our participants was of about
0.83, clearly higher than the mean value reported by
Hausdorff et al. (1997) in their group of elderly participants
(0.68). Further investigations are required for adapting and
testing this kind of protocol with patients suffering of
more pronounced locomotion diseases and greater losses of
complexity.

similar processes than forced synchronization between systems
of similar complexities (Almurad et al., 2017). Interestingly, the
complexity matching effect appeared immediately, from the very
first duo sequences, from the moment that the instruction of close
synchrony with the experimenter was provided and respected.
(2) Considering two systems of different levels of complexity,
complexity matching results in an attraction of the less
complex system toward the more complex one. This result is
one of the most interesting of this experiment, and clearly
in line the theoretical conclusions afforded by Mahmoodi
et al. (2018). The theoretical framework developed by these
authors, highlighting the fundamental role of crucial events
in the complexity matching effect, and the close relationship
between crucial events and multifractality (see also Bohara
et al., 2017; Mahmoodi et al., 2017), supports the emergence
of stimulating hypotheses, concerning the true nature of the
loss of complexity with age and disease, and the processes
that underlie the restoration process observed in the present
experiment. Note that one could also argue that a complex
system being intrinsically more stable, this attraction results
from the relative instability of the less complex one. However,
the results in the control group (both systems being equally
attracted by each other) seems contradicting this alternative
explanation.
(3) A prolonged experience of complexity matching, between
two systems of different levels of complexity, allows enhancing
the complexity of the less complex system, this effect being
persistent over time. In the context of our experiment this result
suggests a possible restoration of complexity in older people. Note
that we tested the persistence of this restoration through a unique
post-test, performed 2 weeks after the end of the training sessions.
Further investigations are necessary for analyzing the persistence
of this effect, its probable decay over time, and the effects of an
additional training session when a significant decay is observed
(one could hypothesize that restoration could occur more quickly
during a second administration of the rehabilitation protocol).
As far as we know, this is the first evidence for a possible
restoration of complexity in deficient systems. Recently Warlop
et al. (2017) evoked the effects of Nordic Walking for restoring
complexity in patients suffering from Parkinson’s disease, but
their experiment focused essentially on the immediate effects of
the adoption of a specific locomotion pattern, rather than on the
long-term effects of a rehabilitation protocol.
In this experiment a statistical effect was obtained at the
beginning of the fourth week. During a pre-testing period, we
tried to pursue training up to the obtaining of an increase of
long-range correlations. We systematically obtained this effect
at the beginning of the fourth week, and decided to limit
the protocol to four successive weeks. However, the analysis
of individual results shows that this restoration could occur
early, at the beginning of the third week. The most important
observation is that complexity matching does not spontaneously
induce a restoration of complexity in solo sequences, and a
repeated and prolonged experience of complexity matching
seems necessary. The results of the control group show that
an intense training in walking is not sufficient. Walking in
close synchrony with a healthy partner appears a key factor

Frontiers in Physiology | www.frontiersin.org

CONCLUSION
In conclusion, this experiment should not be considered a
clinical study, aiming at validating and promoting a rehabilitation
strategy, but rather a fundamental work testing a theoretical
hypothesis (the restoration of complexity in living organisms
through complexity matching). We hope, obviously, that it could
inspire clinicians for developing, validating and diffusing effective
rehabilitation protocols. Currently most research in locomotion
rehabilitation focuses on sophisticated devices, involving virtual
reality, metronomic guidance, robotic assistance, etc. We are
not sure, however, that genuine complexity matching could
occur in the interaction with an artificial device (Delignières and
Marmelat, 2014). Our experiment suggests that rehabilitation
could be achieved with simpler, less expensive and also more
humane means. We think especially to countries and situations
where the access to sophisticated medical care remains difficult,
and often unconceivable. We would be proud that our work can
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give scientific support to this simple prescription: “Take your
eldest’s arm and walk together.”
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manuscript revision, and read and approved the submitted
version.
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